The Early Psychosis Intervention Network (EPINET)

EPINET is a national learning health care system for early psychosis sponsored by the National Institute of Mental Health.

The EPINET Core Assessment Battery (CAB) is used for data collection across all EPINET clinics.

- Includes standardized measures that assess key domains of symptoms, service use, recovery and treatment
- Available for adoption by clinics outside EPINET
- Over time, CAB data will be aggregated and be accessible to stakeholders both inside and outside of EPINET

The EPINET data set collected across clinics and from thousands of participants will allow:

- Randomized quality-improvement projects
- Rapid piloting or field testing of new approaches
- Evaluation of rare events with statistical power

For more information about EPINET and to access information and resources on early psychosis, visit our website at https://nationalepinet.org/